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eFilePlus Release Notes Changes deployed 11/15/18  

Support for Read-Only Access to Review Snapshots 

This feature extends current functionality to the roles of Department Chair, Dean, VPAP, 

Provost, and Chancellor – allowing these roles to view Snapshots they have acted on even 

though the Snapshot is not in their queue. The Snapshots presented in this way are read-only 

and can only be viewed, not changed in any way. 

Snapshot Bibliography Color Guide 

This feature adds border colors to Publications and Creative Activity Current Bibliography, Last 

Advance, and Difference List sections. Current = Green, Last Advance = Orange, Difference List 

= Blue. Publications = Solid Line, Creative Activities = Dashed Line. This functionality is available 

to all roles that review Snapshots. 

Publication History Viewing Added to eFile 

Read-only publication history dialog support has been added to the eFile side. 

Bug Fixes and Miscellaneous Improvements 

 Reappointments now support importing all Publication / Creative Activities regardless of 

the status so that items with a status of In Preparation can be included. 

 For eFile records, modifying attachments now causes the lastUpdated date to be 

updated. This addresses an issue with the efile Update Summary, where records with 

updated attachments weren’t displayed as “changed”. 

 Fix for a bug causing some teaching evaluations to not be included in the 

Comprehensive PDF. 

 Improved behavior for the eFile Update Summary, allowing the section to be collapsed. 

The section is expanded by default. 

 The Recommendations/Decisions tab has been added for File Preparers to view the 

Candidate/Chair action history. This tab will only display actions taken by the Candidate 

and Chair. 

 Improved logic when updating a publication in the Snapshot to only effect the 

publication that was selected to edit rather than other Snapshot publications associated 

with the same publication. 

 Headings in the Candidate Reviews page changed to be more descriptive. 


